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Atomic Power Safety

By John F. Hogerton

WHAT IS ATOMIC POWER?

The subject of this 5ooklet is the safety of central-
station atomic power plants, by which is meant plants
operated by utilities to supply electricity to their customers.
Its purpose is to present factual information on a number of
topics relating to this subject, including some of the under-
lying technical considerations.

By way of introduction, we will first present some general
information on atomic powerwhat it is, why it is being
developed, and where it stands today.

About 80', of the electricity used in the United States is
produced in steam-electric plants. These are plants in which
heat from the combustion of coal, oil or natural gas (the
so-called "fossil fuels") converts water to steam. The
steam is tii,n used to drive a turbine-generator and thereby
produce electric power.

An atomic power plant is a new kind of steam-electric
plant in which the heat comes not from the burning of a
fossil fuel, but from the fission of an atomic fuel, the basic
sources of which are uranium and thorium. The turbine-
generator part of an atomic plant is similar to that of an
ordinary steam-electric plant; and the product, electricity,
is identical.
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Why is atomic power important?

Filere are two principal incentivt s for c1 t. vcloping and
using atomic power. First, it promi,es to help stabilize
and may soon reduct tht cost of generating electricity lu
st etions 01 tilt Countr that arc distant from coal mines or
oil or gas lit his and tht n fort. 1.t al high fuel transportation
costs. Lxamples arc the Northt ast anti die \Vest Coast where
foe 1 costs O. picallv account for about half the total cost of
pout r gent ration. Atomic power 1., a Irt,itiy benefiting these
st rtiuus 1) 111,11,111V, conlin Wive ent rgy source available to
them.

Tlit st Conti rt asun is that atomic power promises ulti-
matt t bt an iiitlispensablt. ent rev rt source, count Ty -wide.
\. hilt. U. rt serves uf fossil fuels iespeeially coal) are
l.trgt , our ratt ut consumption is increasing rapidly. This
is true not just in t It otric pout r er,eneration, which pres-
s nth accounts fur about um -fifth uf ul r fuel consumption,
but also in transpurtatitln, manutact LAI ing, heating and other
activitit s in which fin 1 is consumed in large quantities.
.\ltoitt tht r, it has bt in t stimated that wt will use as much
ens ret trans tut 1 uvt r the lit xt tut ntv years as we used
trum tht .\ inerican involution to tht present day. When
projectt ll melt astS in our rate_ of cilerg,y eOliStlinpti011 are
takt n into account, tht indications are that we would ex-
pt nit net sal It t Ifects of depletion 0; our fossil fuel re-
suurct s unk tut) Or three Ott ne rations hence if we were to
ctaitnnit our prt stilt pattt rn of fuel utilization. Tin: use of
atomic tut Is lur gcnerating electric power will help con-
s( rat fossil fit is fur uses for which they are uniquely
,uitt (1. .111(1 will et rt ativ t Xtelik1 olii ens rgy resources for the
future.

Where does atomic power stand today?

U. vt lopnit nt of atoinie power for central-station
ust bt v,in in t arnt st in 1954, when the Congress passed
lt _tislation lice nutting utilitit s others besides the Federal
(_tuft riiment to own atomic rt actors. This action was taken
to t ncuur.t t , Ls ',/et 11 as to enablt , manufacturers and
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utilitit s. to it vt lop and ust atomic puwer. Tht re was already
in exist t !ICC bV then a considerable body of applicable
tt chnologv, thanks to the highly successful delft 'opulent of
Ft...U.101'S nil' subiiiarine propulsion, multi) expe Fit net gained
in other major fields of reactor use.

In the short span of timt snick the 1554 Act became law,
much has be en act nnplislied in the dirt Own of integrating
atomic power into tin U. S. electric power economy. For
example,

1 A total of about I million kilowatts of atomic power
capacity has been placed in operation; plants with an ad-
ditional 1 million kilowatts of capacity are inan advanced
state of k.mstruction; and an ak.ditional 21 , million kilo-
watts of capacit are now being destined. Those numbers
art: small in relation to the total amount of U. S. electr:c
pow. t r gt iterating, cap.wit, which is currently almost 2
hundred million kilowatts. They nonetheless represent a
significant amount of power. For example. 2 million
kilowatts tthe amount of atomic power capacity now or
soon to be ut opet ationl are t 'tough to supple the clectrtt..11
it !mind of such statt s as t I t'llt anti Kansas, and Of
such nations as 1)enniark and Hungary.

2 Tht total k apital investment made ur committed to
date by U. S. utilitit s fur atomic power gc , . ration faili-
tit s has almost reached the SI billion mark.

3 .tomic power plants can now be purchased on a
firm-price basis with performance warranties.

This progre SS this COIllt .11)011t a5 a rtsult of .1 partnership
effort on tli, part of tht .1tomic Lite rgv Comm,sston 1.1101
and U. s. industry.

There exists toe'..1% a 511..1111t ,It01111C power industry with
a 'MC4;1'01111(1 01 t xpt riencu dating back to December 2,
1942, tht Lily Lurie() 1 t rani and his cullt.W,Ilt'S successfully
It muust rate 1 tht world's first Minnie rt. actor un the campus
ut the Univt.rsity ut Chicago. This industry now has some
2 million man-vt ars of experience in the United Status.
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WHAT DOES SAFETY DEPEND ON?

It should be understood at the outset that it Is physically
impossible for an atomic power plant to behave like an
atomic bomb. In the latter, pieces of essentially pure fission-
able material are rapidly compressed into a dense mass
which is forcibly held together for an instant of time to
enable the chain reaction to spread through it. These condi-
tions do not and cannot exist in the reactors used in atomic
power plants. They employ relatively dilute fuel; they are
designed along different principles; and they operate differ-
ently.

The safety of atomic power plants does not depend on
restraining the force of atomic energy but on containing
the radioactive material it generates.

The principal radioactive materials generated are the
"ashes" of fissionthe so-called fission products. These
are a diverse mixture of substances. Sonic are gases, some
are solids. Some have short radioactive lifetimes,* some
have long lifetimes, and some are stable (non-radioactive).
The quantity of fission products formed is small in terms
of massonly a few pounds a day in a big plantbut large
in terms of radioactivity. As the plant operates, the re-
actor's inventory of i adioactive fission products builds up
gradually until a point is reached at which the rate they
lose radioactivity Just about offsets the rate at v 1: ch they
are formed and the essentiall\ lever_, off. As will be
brought out, all but a very small amour: (less an one-
thousandth of one per cent, the material normally re-
mains confined within the fuel.

Small additional amounts of radioactive matter, called
activation products, are formed in an atomic power plant
by exposure to neutrons. This only nappens in and around

*1-111.' oi a I allluat Sliir-a.allee \ple,sect
term- ul "halt -lift," Ilich I:, the time it take. for tl to lose
halt it tl c adiu,c( t 1%. it. Halt ul must IeNstuu pruciut ts range
rum t tac tiou, .1 :sec anti to tens of teat

ot inn c alpjut nu( It atumic cm I and reactors,
',ye "our Atomic V orld" and " Nut It at RA at tors." other boulsiets
in the,
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the reactor core, which is the only part of the reactor
where many neutrons are present. Most activation products
have very short lifetimes and are of minor importance in
relation to fission products.

The basic unit for expressing amounts of radioactivity
is the curie, named in honor of Marie Curie, the discoverer
of radium. One curie of radioactivity is equal to a certain
very la:ge number (37 billion) of atomic disintegrations
per second. But it does not help our understanding of radio-
activity to be able to relate numbers of curies to numbers
of disintegrations per second since the latter terminology
is just as unfamiliar as tht former. And what is more im-
portant, it has little absolute meaning when applied to a
mixture of rachoactivt substances such as fission products.
Tht reason is that different kinds and strengths radiation
art given off by different radioactive materials. One kind
alpha particles) is blocked by an ordinary piece of writing

paper, while another kind k gamma rays) can penetrate sev-
eral feet of concrete. Also, different radioactive substances,
besides having different radioactive properties, also differ
in other properties that are important from the viewpoint
of safety. Thus, to say that there are X curies of radio-
activity in an atomic power plant is a little like lumping
together the number of oranges, apples, grapes, water-
melons, etc., in a grocery store; it is a number that does
not tell us much.

The most meaningful way of gauging radioactivity from
a safety viewpoint is by the amount of radiation to which in-
dividuals might be exposed. This topic will be dis 'ussed
in a moment. First we should con mtnt on a viry Pa,ortact
aspect of radioactivity namely, radiation detection and
measurement.

Radiation detection and measurement

The presence of atomic radiation, though not detectable
by the human senses, is readily detected by several types
of instruments. Ont of the simplest radiation detectors is
ordinary photographic film, which darkens on exposure to
radiation and is routinely u..itd in the form of "film badges"

5
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as a means of measuring the cumulative amount of ex-
posure received during .1 given period by workers in atomic
energy installations. Othe r types of detectors (such as
Geige r counters. 1)r0pol-tonal counters and scintillation
comae rs) are 'ised to detect the presence and measure the

a fee=c--

Hand instrument used for radiation monitoring

intensity of atomic radiation. As the names of these instru-
ments suggest. they arc c..pable of -counting- individual
particles or units of radiatioa. Such instruments are routinely
used to minitur radiation levels in and around atomic energy
installations.

The ability of radiation detection n.struments to count
Indy. 'dual particles and units of atomic radiation makes it
possible to make extremull, sens.t.,.e radiation measure -
nu --or. to put it another way. to detect the presence of
extre melv small amounts of radio.lctive materials. This
ability is the basis for the wilt us, in science and industry
of small amounts of radioactive substances as a means of
"tracing" events in biological. chemical or physical pro-
cesses. t xperiment conducted by the U. S. Geological
Sur. cv can be cited as an example. The U. S. G. S. wanted

6



to race the loss of water from a large reservoir. For this
ouri»se a small amount Ilia ndreciths of a gram*) of a ra-
dioa,tive form of ii,drogen was put in the reservoir, and
ground water was later sampled at points sevtral miles
aw . By measurini. the concentrations of radioactive tirdro-
gen hn the samples, much was learnid about the pattern of
the loss from the reservoir. The sensitivity of this tech-
nique. and of radiation detection in general, is illustrated
b\ the fact that the concentrations of radioactive hydrogen
tracer in the samples were on the order of 0.00000000003
parts per million.

Hadiation detection is also very sensitive in another
way nameh, in its ability to identify specific radioactive
substances. This is made possible by the fact that every
species of radioactive atom has a characteristic pattern of

radioactivity.
Thu:, thOSt Rho operate atomic power plants can, through

thc use of radiation detection and measurement instru-
ments. maintain an extremely close check at all times, not
only on raaation levels in and around the plant but also on
the identit\ and amount of any fission products present in
plant effluents ,see next chapter).

Background radiation

Atomic radiation is not new to the world; it is part of
our natural. environment. We have always lived in its pres-
ence. This "background" of natur ii radiation comes from
two sources. One is radiation in the form of high-energy
particles that come from outer space and are known col-
lectively as cosmic rays. The other source is natural
radioacti\ itv that is, naturally radioactive substances
present in commonplace m..terials, such as granite, anti in
our yen, bodies. Part of the potassium and carbon in our
bodies, for example, is radioactive. The following table
shows breakdown of the radiation typically received by
an individual from natur it sources. The v ;Ines are ex-

Ili, 4, (4, 44 ir?4, in t i,,71111, ()i,< 4/.117) t+)1,1:4hil the

:t i_ht hd,h.
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pressed in thousandths of a rem (millirem). The rem is a
measure that takes into account the properties of the kinds
of radiation involved. The indicated total of 125 millirems
per year is an average figure. The exact figure varies from
place to place mainly because of differences in the amounts

REPRESENTATIVE BREAKDOWN

OF BACKGROUND RADIATION

Source Radiation Received*
(Thousandths of a rem per year)

Cosmic rays 50
Natural radioactivity

External sources 50
Internal ,ounces 25

Total 125

*Dose to reproductne organs and other soft body tissue.
Source Report of United Nations Scientific Conference on the

Effects of Atomic Radiation, 1962.

of natural radioactive materials present in the environs.
Another reason for the variation is that cosmic rays lose
strength as they pass through the earth's atmosphere so
that they are stronger at h.gh altitudes than at low altitudes.
In the U. S., background radiation levels range from about
90 to just under 200 millirems per year. In some parts of
the world levels as high as 12,000 millirems per year have
been repprtect.

Incremental radiation exposure*

When we talk about radiation exposure resulting from
atomic power operations, we are talking about incremental
exposure to exactly the same kinds of radiation found in
nature. Nor is atomic power the only source of incremental

*Ityl wed in this ( asy ,ts the additional y \posury rtdeRyt1 as the
1( ,ult ol ,itini( pov,yi opyiatnms art ..a1112 1 Pea ( (.1111 LP SC S . P1 ti I IiIll PC

L i l l I _,t, L \ CI LIP, I \ P . I I I ( . \ pl P17,1.1 I L ' In ) 1 Lid I at I . ) 1 1 1 . , I I I L L ' L l I L ' L I 1 hi L.p. r". CS.
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exposure. For example, medical and dental X rays are
familiar sources of radiation exposure, as are television
sets and lunnnescent watch dials.

The biologiL:al effects of exposure to atomic radiation
have been studied for many years. We now have relatively
definitive knowledge about effects on the human system of
exposure to large radiation doses since Jiese have been
observed. Effects that can be definitely ascribed to chronic
exposure to very low radiation levels have never been ob-
served; but, by inference from data obtained at higher
levels and from our general knowledge, scientists assume
that they exist. The problem of obtaining definitive informa-
tion to vali,late this assumption is complicated by the fact
that other factors in the human environment are known to
produce the same changes in the human system as those
assumed to result from exposure to low-level radiation.

The fact that we know less about low-level effects than
high-level effects does not mean that we are without
knowledge, about radiation as a factor in our environment.
In 1960, after reviewing what was known about radiation
effects, the National Research Council commented on this
point as follows:

Despite tit( aaps to our 1.nto.% ledge, it IS ahunclantl,
(lc.t1 that t.uhattoil is Ise lat. the hest understood cro. uunental
hazard. hc tuctcasut, C011tall1Illat1011 ul the atIllubI)lIC I I' eetth
1,,tcla 1.11 ea rt. itlo;.;ens,* the V, 1:dd Ube in. am, ncu. uud ilou.er-
!ul (it u, to 1111'll1( Mt' ,111(1 (111'1111CA .1.:2,1'lltb 11) 111(lUbtl'. 12111p11.1bIZe

the 111'1..1 1,)I 1_;II,l11CV u\cz till' entire tronment. t lily'eithi
11..2t 1,t(11,1t1()11 11.1S thczc hecu (left rrn Illation to minimize
the risk .It almost any cost.

In this connection, a feature that distinguishes radiation
from other environmental hazards is the relative ease and
remarkable sensitivity with which it can be detected and
measured.

Study of the environmental aspects of radiation goes on
around the clock. U. S. Public Health Service and AEC
monitoring stations, supplemented by State and local facili-
ties, routinely check air, food and water supplies at sam-

*CanCer-prodlICI111.. chemicals.
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Instrument used for measuring

radioactivity of samples

pling points throughout the country. While this surveillance
network was established to monitor fallout from nuclear
weapons testing, it provides an accurate and continuous
check on the presence of radioactive material regardless
of its source. Research on the behavior of radioactive
substances in the environment is contributing to the de-
velopment of new techniques for handling radiological
contamination problems. Procedures have been established
to mobilize teams of skilled technicians to deal with such
problems should they arise. While all of this work relates
primarily to the U. S. civil defense effort, the knowledge
being gained and the techniques being developed contribute
generally to the control of radiation in our environment.

Radiation protection standards

The problem of balancing risk against benefit is perhaps
the oldest problem in human experience. In the radiation
field the solution has taken the form of radiation protection
standards.

Over the years, independent committees of scientists
active in the radiation field have sought to define safe
10
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practice in the use of man-made radiation. There is, for
example, the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP), which acts in an advisory capacity to
the World Health Organization. In the United States, there
is the National Committee on Radiation Protection and
Measurements (NCRP), which maintains its headquarters
in offices of the National Bureau of Standards but is orga-
nizationally independent of that agency.

The standards which govern ace ptable practice in atomic
pov,er plants are tit:termitic(' by the Atomic Energy Com-
mission as part of its statutory responsibility under Federal
law. In tting these standards, the AEC receives official
guidanc, l om the Federal Radiation Council (FRC), whose
re coin mt. 'Mations are subject to the approvt: of the President
and whose membership includes the Secretaries of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the Depart-
ment of Defense, the Department of Commerce, the De-
partment of Labor, the Department of Agriculture, and the
chairman of the AEC. Also, the AEC has the benefit of the
advice of the National Committee on Radiation Protection
and Measurtmentsmd of several advisory committees
which the AEC itself has established, including an Advisory
Committee of State Officials.

In short, the procedures followed by the AEC in setting
radiation protection standards ensure that the best scientific
advice obtainable is in fact obtained.

The Federal Radiation Council has recommended that
incremental whole body radiation exposure of members of
the general public not exceed 500 nullirems per year. The
AEC's radiation protection standards are designed accord-
ingly. They includt a tabulation of maximum permissible
concentrations of specific radioactive substances in air,
water, etc.

The AEC's basic radiation protection standards .ire
published in the Code of Federal Regulations and have the
force of law.

It should be mentioned before going further that the
amount of incremental radiation dose estimated to have
been received by communitits iIl the vicinity of commercial
atomic power plants has been kept to a very small fraction

11
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Apparatus used for core

physics measurements
Partial assembly of fuel Reactor vessel being moved

elements in reactor core into containment

of the limit recommeaded by the FRC. We say "estimated
to ha ye been received.' because, despite the sensitivity of
radiation detection instruments, the radiation levels have
been generally found to be indistinguishable from natural
background levels. Thus, the only way operators of these
plants find it possible to estimate the exposure of neigh-
bors is to calculate this on the basis of amounts of rach0
.1"tive materials released by the plants and the dispersion
characteristics of the environment.

This booklet's focus

The booklet focuses on the safety tomic power op-
erations within the framework of the radiation protection
standards, with these points in mind:

1. Central-station atomic power development is being,
pursued as a matter of both national and industrial
policy;

2. Radiation protection regulations have been laid down
by competent authority to govern this activity;

3. Our purpose is to present factual information on
saft tv couside rations and practices and to summarize the
industry's safety record to Gate.

The atomic powt r industry's "formula" for safety is as
follows:

1. In designing an atomic power plant, evaluate the
possible types and degrees of accidents;

2. By taking advanie of natural laws. by providing
(tiginet ring safeg,uards, by conservative design, and by
careful construction and operation, do all that can be
done to prevent these accidents from occurring;

12



Reactor vessel being Fuel iod J,sernbli s prior to installation Klass very shielded container used to
installed transfer spent" tuel elements

3. Build into the plant dependable means of containing
the consequences of accidents should they occur;

4. Check and double check the safety of the design,
constructP:.iind operation of the plant through licensing
and compliance procedures;

5. Conduct supporting safety researen and test pro-
grams.

CONTROL OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
DURING OPERATION

The previous chapter described the principal source of
rachoactit ay in an atomic reactornamely, fission prod-
ucts. This chapter describes how these substances are
controlled during routine operation of a central-station
atomic power plant. In this and subsequent chapters the
discussion will be based on plants employing water-cooled
reactors, which are the most widely used at the present
tinit ; however, the principles behind the plant features and
operating procedures described apply to central-station
atomic power plants in general.

The reactor core

A lane water-cooled reactor contains 50 to 100 tons of
fuel. The fuel material most commonly used today is
slightly tnriched uranium dioxide lliO2) in the form of
small cylindrical pellets.' The pellets art placed in thin-

* \ I Pt lit .11'1111 ,) kit lit( tmln-
it 'it l! 1.1 i,i. .
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walled metal tubes to form fuel rods1 number of which are
bundled tuv,ether in a long metal canto nuke up an assembly
known as a fuel element. A number of these are positioned
in a grid to make up what is known as the reactor core.
The core is contained in a massively constructed steel
tank, known as the reactor vessel, through which cooling
water flows.

The inventory of fission products in the plant, after
several months of eye ratiunimuunts to several hundred
pounds. The fission products are, of course, formed inside
the fuel. On a weight basis, in excess of 99.99, of the
fission-product inventory of the plant normally remains
confined within the fuel elements. .\s this fact indicates,
it is difficult for the fission products to escape the fuel.
There are two reasons. First and most important, it is the
nature of uranium dioxide to hold tenaciously onto the
fission products. Second, fission products which manage to
break the grip of the uranium dioxide must find a way to
get past the fuel cladding (that is, the metal tubes) in order
to get out. Those that do get out of the fuel enter the coolant
(see below).

When it comes time to refuel the plant, which is done at
inttrvals of a year or longer, the reactor is shut down and
the to of the reactor vessel is removed. A crane is used
to lift out the spent fuel elements and move them to a
storage vault or pool. There they are left for several
months to Alm, for the shorter-lived radioactivity to
subside. By the end of this "cooling" period, nearly all of
the gaseous fission products have lost their radioactivity.
The fuel elements are thin loaded into ruggedly-built lead-
shielded steel containers for shipment via truck, rail, or
barge, to a plant where they will be chemically processed
to recover their unused fuel content for future use. It is at
the processing plant that the fission products contained in
the fuel elements are removed, concentrated and stored.

Thus i11 but an extremely small fraction of the fission
products funned during the operation of an atomic power
plant are normally held captive in the heart of the reactor
or In spent-fuel storage, and leave the premises when the
spent fuel is shipped away.

14
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There are two basic types of water-cooled reactors
pressurized water reactors and boiling water reactors (see
figures on this page). In the former, the reactor cooling
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the reactor vessel so that steam is generated in the reactor
proper. * This steam goes to the turbine, is condensed, and
the condensate is returned to the reactor vessel.

It is important to understand that in both systems the
primary coolant circulates within a closed equipment circuit
and is completely cut off from its original source (river,

, or ()et an). Indeed, in all commercial atomic power
plants essentially the only water that goes from a waterway
into the plant and then empties back directly into the
waterway is that which is used to cool the turbine con-
densers. This water does not flow through the reactor. Its
function is nu rely to carry non-usable heat away from the
plant.

As the plant operates, the reactor cooling water picks
up some radioactivity. One source is leakage of some fission
products through minute imperfections in the fuel element
cladding. These fission products, amounting to something
like one - thousandth of one per cent of the fission-product
inventory of the plant, are principally the gaseous and more
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easily vaporized solid constituents of the fission-product
mixture. Another source of radioactivity in the reactor
cooling water is activation products. These include activa-
tion products formed in the \eater. most of which have very
short lifetimes.' and activation products that are formed in
reactor structural materials and enter the coolant through
corrosion or erosion,

To maintain the purity of the water and to limit the
amount of rachoaotivity In the primary cooling system, the
reactor coolant is purified. This is done by drawing off a
portion of the primary c 1 tnt flow, passing it through
purification equipment, and then re turning it to the system'

Radioactive waste handling at the plant site

In addition to processing a portion of the primary coolant
the coolant purification system may also handle water

collected from other points in the reactor installation (for
example, water that has leaked out of equipment, or that
has be en used to clean out equipment during maintenance
operations). The purification is dune by means of evapora-
tors, demineralizers, filters and the like.

All but a small fraction of the solid or liquid radioactive,
substances re moved during the purification process are
collected as waste concentrates, which are temporarily
stored. The balance, averaging a few millionths of a grain
per day during routine operation, is discharged to the
wate neav serving the plant in a dilute waste stream gen-
erally so feebly radioactive that it meets Atomic Energy
Commission standards for drinking water. Further dilution
occurs the waste stream is dispersed in the waterway.

The radioactive gases removed during the purification
process average a few hundred thousandths of a gram per
day during routine operation. This material is released
to the atmosphere through a tall &mint. y on a controlled
basis to assure that then is sufficient dilution and at-
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mospherie dispersion of the radioactivity to meet AEC
regulations, which are based on the annual radiation
exposure that might be received by persons living at the
plant boundary.

The radioactive waste concentrates from the purification
process, together with other miscellaneous solid wastes are
encased in concrete in steel barrels. When a sufficient num-
ber of barrels accumulate, they are shipped from the plant
to an AEC-approved site for burial or long-term storage.

Monitoring and regulatory control

Radiation levels inside and outsisk the plant are routinely
monitored to ensure that proper conditions are maintained.
Furthermore, all of the operations that have been described
are subject to AEC inspection and compliance procedures.

ACCIDENT PREVENTION

As has been stressed, the central safety consideration
in the operation of a central-station atomic power plant is
control of the plant's inventory of radioactive material.
Release of any of this material to the environment must
satisfy the Atomic Energy Commission's radiation protection
regulations. The last chapter described the procedures
followed in routine plant operation. Now it is time to con-
Sider the posse lity of accidents. In this chapter we will
discuss the principal theoretical considerations involved,
cite natural safety features which limit accident possibili-
ties, and describe some of the precautions taken to prevent
possible accidents from occurring. Another aspect of this
subjectnamely, containment of the consequences of acci-
dents in the event they do occur will be discussed in the
next chapter.

Nuclear Excursions

The power level at which a reactor can operate safely is
limited by the capacity of its cooling systemthat is, the
rate at which the primary Luolant can carry away the heat
generated in the reactor core. If heat were to be generated

18
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at a faster rate than it is carried away by the coolant, the
fuel would overheat and could melt or even vaporize. The
consequences might range from heavy radioactive contami-
nation of the coolant k through release of fission products
from molten fuel) to damage to reactor equipment and some
release of radioactivity from the primary reactor system
into the plant containment system.

Thus one broad category of accidents which the reactor
designer takes into account is that of an accidental in-
crease in the rate of the fission chain reaction referred
to in reactor parlance as a "nuclear excursion." And, in
this connection, he also takes into account the possibility
of a secondary effect namely, that the high temperature
reached in the fuel might cause chemical reactions between
reactor materials that woulk. increase, nt amount of energy
nwolved.

Natural Safeguards

Most of us know someone who is contrary in the sense
that the harder we try to cit him to do something, the more
reluctant he is to do it. We usually attribute this to a
stubborn streak in his nature. Reactors designed for
central - station, service nave a similar streak in their
nature when it cones to nuclear excursions. For they are
so designed that when an excursion begins, their natural
tendency is to slow themselves down. Several factors
contribute to this inherent stubbornness. The most im-
portant is what reactor designers refer to as the "Doppler
elle '. This is a complex phenomenon to describe but the
gist of it is that, as the temperature of the fuel rises, the
proportion of neutrons capturt d by non-fissioning atoms
increases and the rate of fission therefore tends to slow
down. The Doppler effect is not only automatic but in-
stantaneous, and so offers immediate resistance to any
increase in reactor power level.

A second factor is that as the fuel becomes hotter its
density decreases slightly, which also acts to lower its
reactivity.

Thirdly, in water-cooled reactors, the water that flows
through the reactor core, besides carrying away the heat,

19
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serves also to "moderate" the neutrons and thereby en-
courage the fission chain reaction. Just as the fuel density
decreases with increasing temperature, so does the density
of the water and with the same effectthat is, lowering of
reactivity.

In these and other ways, accidental nuclear excursions
tend to be self-correcting. Thus a runaway reaction can
only occur if there is an accidental addition of reactivity
so large as to override the losses of reactivity which ac-
company the excursion. Various design safeguards are pro-
vided to prevent this from happening.

It should also be mentioned that in normal operation the
temperature of the fuel cladding is kept well below its melt-
ing point. There is thus a good deal of "elbow root" for
the fuel temperature to rise and fall during an excursion
without affecting the integrity of the fuel elements.

Design Safeguards

We have described the natural safeguards against a nuclear
excursion in sonic detail to correct any impression you may
have had that controlling a reactor is like having a lion
straining on a leash. Actually, if anything "strains its
leash" in a reactor it is the reactor's control system, which
is designed to shut down the reactor automatically at the
first sign of an unsafe condition.

To understand how reactors are controlled it is neces-
sary to explain what is known as "excess reactivity." If
a reactor were loaded with the hart, minimum of fuel needed
to nut late a fission chain reaction, it could not operate for
more than a split second. Why? Because as soon as the
fission reaction is started, some fuel would be consumed
and the reactor's fuel inventory would fall below the bare
minimum necked. Also, fission products would begin to be
formed and these substances would absorb some of the
neutrons needed to sustain the chain reaction. For the
latter reason, even it enough fuel were added to replace
exactly the amount that had been consumed, the reactor
still could not operate. Before the reactor could be started
up again, one would have to add a little extra fuel to make up
for the -drag- on the system caused by neutron losses to
20



fission products. Because of these two factors, it is neces-
sary in practice to load reactors with more fuel than the
theoretical minimum requirement. This extra fuel furnishes
excess reactivity against which the system can draw to
sustain the chain reaction as the operation of the reactor
proceeds.

For stable operation, there must be a means of compen-
sating for the excess reactivity that is present in the
reactor core. In other words, there must be a way of
controlling the rate at which the excess fuel is consumed.
Usually this is done by introducing a balancing amount of
"negative reactivity" in the form of substances that are
highly efficient neutron absorbers. (They can be thought of
as neutron blotters.) By moving these substances into and
out of the reactor core with adjustable control rods, the
neutron population of the core can be decreased or in-
creased, thereby slowing clown or speedmg up the chain
reaction. In effect, they serve to control the rate at which
neutrons are fed to the fuel.

Reactors controlled in this fashion are equipped with a
number of control rods, some of which are held in reserve
for emergency shutdown of the reactor. Also, in many re-
actors, solutions containing neutron absorbers are added
to the primary coolant, either for routine control or for
use during shutdown periods. In all reactors, neutron
sensing instruments are used to monitor the neutron popu-
lation of the reactor core. On signals from these instru-
ments, reactivity is added to or subtracted from the system
by control rod adjustments or other means. In reactors
clusir, nnJucl fur central-station service, several independent
neutron monitoring circuits are employed and are wired
into safety mechanisms that stop the reactor automatically
if the neutron readings exceed predetermined limits. This
is done by rapidly inserting control rods into the reactor
core. In sonic reactors, neutron-absorbing solutions are
also injected into the core as part of the shutdown procedure.

Similarly, other instruments monitor other aspects of
reactor operation, such as the level of coolant in the re-
actor vessel, the temperature of the coolant leaving the
reactor vessel, and the pressure of the primary reactor
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system. These instruments are also wired into safety
mechanisms that stop the reactor automatically if an ab-
normal condition develops.

It should be added that every effort is made to design
the safety mechanisms to operate in a "fail-safe" manner,
meaning that if a component were to fail, the mechanism
would automatically be triggered into operation. For ex-
ample, control rods are held in standby position by power
operated electrical or mechanical devices. Should a power
failure occur, the rods would automatically be released
and enter the reactor core, thereby shutting down the
reactor.

Failure of cooling system

Overheating of fuel could alsobe caused by an interruption
in the flow of coolant through the reactor core when the
reactor is otherwise operating in a stable manner. Also,
once atomic fuel has seen service in a reactor it continues
to give off heat when the reactor is shut down and even after
it has been removed from the reactor. This "afterheat"
results from the radioactivity of the fission products and,
while not nearly as intense as the heat that is generated
during reactor operation, it could lead to melting of the
fuel elements if adequate cooling were not provided. Thus
a second broad category of accident which the reactor
designer takes into account is that of malfunctioning of
the cooling system either during operation or during
reactor shutdown and spent-fuel storage.

The safeguards provided against cooling failures can be
sununed up in one phrase. ultraconservative design. Al-
though all components are designed and fabricated to
t'Xal hug standards, tht designer assumes various mishaps
may occur, ranging from a slow leak in auxiliary equipment
to in abrupt break in the main coolant piping. Instruments
art providt d to monitor the system for such occurrences
and, as described above, are connected into the reactor
safety nu chanisms so that the reactor is automatically
shut down at till first sign of significant interruption in
coolant flow or of outright "loss of coolant." Also, a
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standby system is provided to cool the reactor core during
reactor shutdown in the latter event.

Failure of fuel element cladding

As was described in the previous chapter, the core of a
water-cooled reactor is made up of many fuel assemblies,
each containing a bundle of fuel rods. Openings at either
end of the tube bundle enable the coolant to enter and leave
the assembly. Thus, as the coolant circulates through the
core, it flows along each individual fuel rod.

Despite rigorous fabrication standards and careful in-
spection procedures, it is presumed that there will oc-
casionally be some minute flaws in the cladding tubes, or
that these will develop in the course of reactor operation.
Therefore, some slow leakage of fission products from the
fuel into the reactor coolant is expected to occur. As the
previous chapter brought out, it is a function of the coolant
purification system to remove and collect fission products
that find their way through the fuel cladding. Thus, within
limits established by design criteria, leakage of fission
products through fuel cladding into the coolant is a normal
situation. There would be no interference with routine
operating procedures unless these limits were to be ex-
ceeded. How could this happen? A batch of defective fuel
tubes might somehow get past inspection, or perfectly good
cladding tubes might be damaged as a result of local "hot
spots" in the reactor core. While these things are very
unlikely, the reactor designer assumes they might happen
and takes them duly into account. It should be stressed that
this is strictly an internal operating problem since we are
only talking about fission products getting into the primary
coolant system. It is the dependability of the plant, more
than its safety, that is affected.

The safeguards provided in water-cooled reactors against
excessive leakage of fission products into the coolant due
to fuel element cladding failures include conservative design
of the fuel elements themselves, and the use of monitoring
instruments that indicate if design limits are approached.
But there is also a more fundamental safeguardnamely,
that the fuel material used in these reactors has a remark-
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able ability to retain fission products. Uranium dioxide and
thorium oxide, the materials most commonly used today,
are ceramic or porcelain-like substances. Part of their
ability to retain fission products comes from the fact that
they are extremely resistant to hot-water corrosion. There
are other factors as well, and the result is that it is ex-
tremely difficult for any but the more volatile fission
products to escape from the fuel. As an illustration of
this, a case is known where multiple cladding failures
occurred in some special fuel elements undergoing test in
a central-station plant. Even so, the rate of leakage of
fission products into the coolant was found to be well
within the limits which had been set for safe operation of
the plant, and it was not necessary to replace the defective
fuel elements before the regular refueling took place.

Accidental criticality

Here we refer to the possibility of a fission chain reaction
starting by accident. Under some circumstances, a chain
reaction could start in an amount of fuel considerably less
than a full reactor "core-load." Therefore, wherever atomic
fuel is stored, handled or transported, care is taken to
maintain safe conditions.

The answer to accidental criticality is "safe geometry,
which means ensuring that a critical mass cannot be
assembled under any circumstances. The safeguards in-
clude designing shipping containers so that it is physically
impossible to load an unsafe number of fuel elements into
them, and equipping fuel storage vaults with spacer devices
so that safe geometry is assured.

General

We have described the major classifications of possible
reactor accidents and brought out some of the safeguards,
both natural and "engineered," that act to limit or prevent
them. Our sole frame of reference has been safety. Before
closing this chapter, the point should be made that the
utilities that own and operate commercial atomic power
plants have an additional frame of referencenamely,
24
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dependability of service. The need to have dependable
power-generating facilities has always caused the utility
industry to be extremely conservative in equipment selection
and plant design. This same conservatism carries over
into equipment manufacture and plant construction. The
tradition of dependability of service, and the conservatism
it imposes, are of themselves important safeguards.

CONTAINMENT IN THE EVENT OF ACCIDENT

As we have seen, there are multiple physical barriers
in a central-station atomic power plant against the escape
of radioactive substances into the environment. There is,
first of all, the ability of the
fuel material to retain fission
products. Then there is the
fuel element cladding through
which fission products must
pass in order to get into the
reactor coolant. Then there
are the walls of the reactor
vessel and of other massively
constructed equipment which
must be breached before ra-
dioactive substances can get
out of the reactor system
proper. And, finally, in most
of the plant:, being built today,
there is what reactor design- Double door entrance

ers call the "vapor contain- to a vapor containment enclosure

ment system," which encloses
the reactor installaticn and, in the event of a major acci-

OP

dent, serves to limit the escape of radioactive substances
from the plant to the environment. It is with this final bar-
rier that this chapter will deal.

The concept of vapor containment

The concept of vapor containment is best explained by
describing how a containment system is designed. If you
were the designer, you would begin by imagining what is
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usualh rt ft Fred to as the -maximum credible accident--
that is, tilt must st rious reactor accident that could be

cte.t to happt n if major design safeguards failed. This
.eould invuhe hputhesizing not one but a combination of
st <t rat highh Improbable things going wrong simultane-
oust Then, taking into account the size and design charac-
t. !Asti( s ut the N aytur, you would make some calculations.

I t t ur assunh , 1-m, way of example, that the "maximum
iit accHt nit involves a sudden escape of all of the
oilaut contained in the primary system of a water-cooled

reactui v Inch vould happen if the walls of the high-
pressure system were breached. This would mean that
all of the energy normally "stored" (as heat) in the coolant
might be released. Picture, in short, an event similar to a
boiler rupture in which a large amount of high-pressure,
high-temperature water flashes to steam.

Let us also assume that the standby core-cooling system
does not function properly with the result that fuel elements
ovt cheat and cladding failures occur, releasing fission
products.

In analyzing the consequences of such an accident (or,
more accurately, this combination of accidents), you would
first calculate the maximum pressure that could be exerted
on the walls of a vapor containment enclosure. Then, after
estimating the amount of various specific radioactive sub-
stances that might be released by the overheated fuel and
the possible rate of leakage of vapor out of the containment
enclosure, you would calculate the maximum rate at which
these substances could be expected to escape from the plant.
Then, taking into account the characteristics of the proposed
reactor site particular its meteorology (prevailing
winds, etc.) and its location in relation to the surrounding
population ou would estimate the maximum radiation
exposure that might be received by persons at the plant
boundary and at outlying distances if this hypothetical
series of events actually occurred. If you found that the
exposure pattern is consistent with the Atomic Energy
Commission's radiation protection standards and related
siting criteria, you would then be ready to proceed with the
design of the containment system.
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In the design and construction of the vapor containment
system, the rule of conservatism applies. For example,
the structural design of a containment enclosure is custom-
arily based on a pressure higher than the calculated pres-
sure. Wherever pipes or ventilat._ . ducts penetrate the
enclosure, precautions are taken to unsure that they do not
compromise. the integrity of the ..:ontainment system. The
same applies to access doors for personnel. When com-
pleted, and at intervals during the life of the plant, the
enclosure is carefully inspected and tested to determine
that it meets the degree of leak tightness specified by the
design. I3eyond these and other stanclarcisafeguarcis, special
safeguards may be provided in particular circumstances.

Types of vapor containment systems

Two principal types of vapor contanum_nt systems have
been used to date in central-station plants c mplot iug water-
cooled reactors.

One type makes use of a large spherical or cylindrical
steel shell that uncloses essentially the entire rtactur
installation. The shell, which in a large plant might be the
height of a twenty-story building, is constructe.d by welding
together sections of steel plate.. In the plants that have buLn
built to date, which are located at a distance bone popula-
tion centersi single containment shell is us, I. Recent

vP016 c(, 1:11.NNIF.vi .);111M.
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proposals to locate plants in or near population centers are
based on much more elaborate designs, These proposals
have specified a double-walled, "zero"-leakage shell sur-
rounded by a massive concrete radiation shield. The radia-
tion level at the boundary of a plant employing such a
containment system would be essentially unaffected by a
major accident within the shell.

A second, basically different type of vapor containment
system has come into use recently. It is known as the
"pressure suppression system." In one version of this
system, the reactor vessel is located in a steel containment
tank surrounded by a concrete radiation shield. The con-
tainment tank, termed the dry-well, is connected by pipes
to a second tank, termed the wet-well, that is partially
filled with water. The entire installation is housed below
ground level within a building of special construction. In
the event of a vapor release from the reactor, the vapor
would pass into the dry-well and from there through pipes
into the et-well. The pressure surge would be immediately
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relieved by vapor condensation; moreover, in bubbling
through the water in the wet-well, the vapor would be
scrubbed essentially free of solid radioactive particles.

LICENSING AND REGULATION

OF ATOMIC POWER PLANTS

It is Federal law that no one may build or operate an
atomic power plant without obtaining first a construction
permit and then an operating license from the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission. The licensing procedure, outlined be-
low, involves a searching analysis of the safety of the
proposed plant, not only by the AEC's own regulato, staff,
but also by expert advisors. Also, it provides opportunity
for State and local authorities and the public to keep fully
informed on the progress of the license applications and to
participate in hearings held before action is taken to grant
or deny them.

The AEC's authority and organization

The AEC is an independent agency of the Federal Govern-
ment headed by a five-member cuminibS1011 appointed by the
President. Its authority over the licensing and regulation
of atomic power plants stems from the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954.

Under this act, the AEC has three broad areas of re-
sponsibility. One is the production of atomic materials
needed for the national defense. Another is fostering the
development of atomic power and other peaceful uses of
atomic energy. The third is the licensing and regulation of
the peaceful uses of atomic energy.

Tu avoid conflict between the rule of promoting the de-
velopment of peaceful uses and that of regulating these
same uses, the AEC has set up a separate staff for the
latter function. (See Chart pages 30 and 31.)

Prerequisites for a construction permit

To obtain a construction permit from the AEC, the
applicant must establish his technical qualifications and
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LICENSING OF POWER REAMRS It*I
How are central station atomic power plants licensed U
and regulated' The U S Atomic Energy Commission 1111
requires two separate licensesone to build the fa IIIeddy and another to operate it Let's trace the steps III
in the process of obtaining a construction permit
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The DRL analysis is submitted to the AEC's statu
tory Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

a cOmmtlee of ndependent experts ACRS studies
the application in detail and holds conferences with
the applicant and DR staff The ACRS findings are
reported to the AEC and made public
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financial responsibihtN and must satisfy the AEC that the
proposed plant will be built and operated safely.

One of the requirements of financial responsibility is that
the applicant must arrangt for a specified amount of in-
surance cove rage (in equivalent financial protection) against
possible public liability.

THE EXPERIENCE RECORD

CentralStation atomic power plants

The acid test of safety is experience. While the U. S.
atomic poster industry is still young and just beginning to
grow. the amount of electricity that has been produced
nn central-station atomic power plants is already measured
in billions of kilowatt-hours. The safety record can be
sunenarized very briefly:

I. There has been no instance of radiation injury to
any worker in a central-station atomic power plant;

2. The radiation exposure estimated to have been re-
ceived by the general public as a result of central-
station atomic power operations has been kept to a very
small fraction f that allowed by the Atomic Energy
Commission's radiation protection regulations;

3. There has been no instance of an accident in the
categories described earlier (see chapter on Accident
Prevention1 in a central-station atomic power plant.

We (1,, not mean to imply that reactor accidents may never
happen. But, as we stressed in the discussion of accident

el.ention, the designers of atomic pow( plants postulate
even vi ry unlikely reactor accidents and the plants are
t1t_nit2;nci1 acconimi.;Iv.

lin lescribing the ,,pirating experience of the industry, a
distnn ti in shoal be nialL between preliminary and routine
opt rat it tn.

Preliminary operation

When an atomic power plant is started up for t first
mint it is put through an extensive chccit-out procedure.
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The period of preliminary operation may range from several
months to a year or longer. During this period the power
level at which the reactor is operated is gradually inc reased
from an initially low level to that corresponding to the full
rated power output of the plant. This is done in strict con-
formity with limitations imposed by the operating license,
which may require operation at specified low power levels
for an extended period.

Both during the startup procedure and trial operating
period, various tests are conduc ted and any necessary ad-
justments are made. It is quite common for the reactor
to experience a number of automatic shutdowns during pre-
liminary operation, either because of over-conservative
control instrument settings or because of minor malfunction-
ing of some components of the reactor system.

In the latter connection, the reactor components have on
the whole presented fewer startup problems than the more
or less standard equipment used in auxiliary systems and
in the electrical generating portion of the plant.

Routine operation

Once they have entered into routine operation, central-
station atomic power plants have proven to be extremely
dependable producers of electricity. Utilities speak of
"plant availability," meaning the percentage of time a
power plant is available to supply power on demand.
Atomic plants have demonstrated annual availability factors
that compare favorably with those of the most modern.
fossil-fuel-fired steam-electric plants.

There is in fact at least one reason to expect that time
may prove atomic plants to be more dependable than fossil-
fuel-fired plants. The reason is that in an atomic plant the
components that get the " hardest wear" namely, the
reactor fuel elementsare replaced when the plant is
refueled. In fossil-fuel-fired plants, the components that
get the hardest wear are the tubes in the furnace section
("firebox") of the steam boiler, which are permanent
fixtures. As a general rule, these tubes present the most
serious operating and maintenance problem in ordinary
steam-electric power generation.
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Other reactor installations

The above discussion applies to central-stationatomic
power plants. Such plants are designed and engineered to
meet exacting utility standards of dependability over their
operating life. Once in routine service, they are usually
operated at fairly even power levels for sustained periods
of time.*

Naval reactors

The closest parallel, at least as regards the degree of
dependability required, is in the reactor propulsion systems
supplied for operational Naval vessels. Here again the
experience record has been excellent. At this writing
something like 100 reactor-years of safe operating ex-
perience have been logged with Naval reactors.

Miscellaneous reactors

Other categories of reactor installations include:
1. Experimental or prototype power reactors operated

to obtain data for the design of future central-station
atomic power plants;

2. Experimental or prototype systems built in con-
nection with the development of reactors for various
specialized applications, such as supplying electricity and
heat to remote military bases, furnishing auxiliary power
to space vehicles, rocket propulsion, and others;

3. General- and special-purpose test reactorsreac-
tors used to test developmental reactor materials and
equipment, or to study the basic characteristics of
reactor systems;

4. Production reactors-- reactors used to produce
plutonium and other materials for defense stockpiles;

5. Research reactorsreactors used primarily to
supply neutrons and other forms of radiation for scientific
research;

Because the heel cost ()I atomic power plants is low, the lend
then h) "ba.e load" 1,peratiun in a Wilily SVSIC111 op-
eration di ;.10': or Mrt' 1)1 their latCd rapaIIV owl. the year.
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6. Training reactors reactors used primarily as aids
in teaching reactor technology;

7. Critical experiment facilities. These are not reac-
tors in the usual sense of the term, since they opei ate
at essentially "zero" power, but do involve the initiation
of a self - sustaining fission chain reaction.

As you might expect, these diverse fields of reactor design
and use represent a broad spectrum of operating conditions
and circumstances. For this reason it is difficult to relate
the collective experience of the reactor field to the safety
of commercial atomic power plants. It can be said, however,
that building and operating reactors of basically different
types under widely different conditions does much to
strengthen the general technology upon which the designers
of commercial atomic power plants draw. Also there is at
least one common denommaturnamely, the opportunity
for human error so that those who design and operate
reactors for one purpose can often benefit from experience
gained with reactors designed and operated for quite differ-
ent purposes. In this light, the fact that literally hundreds*
of atomic reactors of different types have been operated
under different conditions with a degree of safety almost
unparalleled in industrial experience is, at the very least,
a favorable omen for the commercial atomic power field.

SAFETY RESEARCH

The safety of atomic power is studied as well as practiced.
The U. S. Atomic Energy Commission is sponsoring a major
research and test program in this field and supplementary
work is done on specific problems on the initiative of
reactor manufacturers or under utility sponsorship.

The AEC program is divided into two main parts
study of basic reactor accident phenomena, and testing
of safety features. It also includes reseal ch and develop-

* l'heic itueleal ) (actors in operation in
the von Id, ()I this number, about halt are located in the U. S.
(l'hese Brut us includ( reach)! s to all categoi les listed on pages
and 35.)
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meat on all aspects of radioactive waste handling and
storage. It would be beyond the scope of this booklet to
describe the AEC program in detail, and therefore the
following paragraphs are intended only to indicate the
principal lines of effort in the field of reactor safety.
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Fuel assembly in test reactor

The part of the program devoted to the study of accident
phenomena has been in progress a number of years. It has
involved systematic theoretical and experimental studies of
the behavior of reactors under transient conditions (nuclear
excursions), the performance of control devices and systems,
and related activities. The emphasis has been on water -
coolei reactors but other types have also been studied in
considerable depth. Much of the work is conducted at the
National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho where several
experimental facilities are used exclusively for safety
research.
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The safety test portion of the AEC program is currently
concentrated along four principal lines: (1) simulation of
"loss-of-coolant" accidents to study the consequences of
such accidents and to test related safeguards; (2) simulation
of nuclear excursions in oxide fuel cores for the same
purpe es; (3) experiments to determine the escape pattern
of fiss'oi. i..ducts during fuel-meltdown accidents and
to test the performance of containment safeguards; and
(4) metallurgical research and engineering tests aimed at
acquiring fundamental knowledge of the causes of mechani-
cal failures in high-pressure equipment.

Through safety research and tests, the atomic power in-
dustry is continuously strengthening the most important
safeguard any industry hasnamely, knowledge of the
causes and consequences of accidents and of the depend-
ability of safeguards. Learning about accidents before they
occur is part of the basic fabric of the safety of atomic
power .
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